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NEXT LUNCH & LEARN
Do you have Logistics Engineering
expertise? Please share you expertise on processes and tools, or as
demonstrated through case studies
to contribute to the body of
knowledge. Please contact us at
communications@logisticsengineers.org

Two thousand eighteen has been a productive year for CLEP! We have made a
lot of progress this year bringing you
more information about the logistics engineering discipline through articles in the
newsletter, presentations in the Lunch
and Learn series, and on 5-6 September
2018 we will hold a two-day Professional
Development Event delivering educational presentations and break-out sessions.
The Event will be in Huntsville, AL at the
Defense Acquisition University facility.
We’re very excited to be holding a Symposium after a hiatus for several years.
We’re also excited to be working with
DAU on this event (see pages 2-3 for
more information).
We want to keep up the momentum in
providing insightful and useful technical
information to our members and others.
Please consider contributing an article for
the newsletter or a presentation for the
Lunch and Learn series. I’m sure you
have expertise in a process or could share
a case study that describes how processes and tools can be applied to solve logistics engineering problems. By sharing our
experience we not only add to the body
of knowledge but we provide our peers
with “been there, done that” examples of
what works and what does not.

phen Brunner or Tim Surabian
(programs@logisticsengineers.org) or
(administration@logisticsengineers.org).
Recent presentations from Lunch and
Learn events may be found at the CLEP
website at http://logisticsengineers.org/?
page_id=13.
Moving forward, we are focused on continuing to deliver educational opportunities. One approach to that end is to create a certification program addressing the
scope, processes, and tools used by logistics engineers to analyze reliability, maintainability, and availability, plan for products support, forecast resources and financial requirements, and execute support over a system’s life cycle. We welcome your assistance in this significant
endeavor. If you are interesting in helping, contact Vijay Chachra at education@logisticsengineers.org.
In addition to these activities, we are also
planning for the CLEP 2018 Annual Membership Meeting that will coincide with a
Logistics Engineering Symposium on 5-6
September in Huntsville, AL. Please plan
to participate in both events. Registration for this event is through the CLEP
website at (http://logisticsengineers.org)
and check our LinkedIn Group (http://
www.linkedin.com/groups?
gid=1358457&trk=h) for updates.

We invite you to share your expertise and Thanks for your continued interest, and
add to the body of knowledge in Logistics we’ll see you in Huntsville!
Bill Horne
Engineering by providing a 30-45 minute
President
presentation on a technical issue, proThe Council of Logistics
cess, or tool please contact either Ste1
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CLEP PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EVENT
5-6 September 2018 in Huntsville, AL

This Professional Development Event provides attendees with the tools and techniques to successfully identify and deal with system life cycle issues, utilize state-of-the-art supportability analysis tools, and develop strategies for leveraging logistics data from
a Logistics Engineering perspective. We’re holding the Event in collaboration with DAU’s South Region Campus on September 56, 2018. Please make plans to join us today by visiting the CLEP website using http://ezregister.com/events/25510 .

Technical Articles and Journal Articles/Book Reviews
CLEP’s mission is to educate and advance the body of knowledge for Logistics Engineering. To fulfil that mission, we invite our members to contribute technical articles explaining a problem, application of logistics engineering processes and tools, and the resulting solutions. We also invite you to contribute technical reviews of
an article or book related to any logistics engineering topics. If you would like to contribute, please notify any
of the CLEP Board of Officers. See the submission guidelines at the end of the newsletter.
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CLEP 2018 Professional Development Event Topics
•

Successful experiences on how to get the most out of Logistics Product Data (LPD) including discussions with software tool providers LOGSA, ISS, Raytheon, TFD Group, and Systecon NA

•

Detailed presentations on effective approaches for logistics analyses including “Big Data,” maintenance task analysis, Level of Repair Analysis (LORA),
and Product Support Analysis (PSA)

•

The state of the art in processes and tools for Diminishing Manufacturing
Sources and Material Shortages Obsolescence Management and Product
Support Management strategies

•

Informational sessions from logistics industry leaders such as Logistics Management Associates, GE, Acquisition Logistics Engineering and Advanced
Logistics Technology

•

Technical and case study discussions on current Logistics Engineering capabilities in Industry and Government, and how they can be improved

•

Networking opportunities with other Logistics Professionals

•

A chance to share your opinion regarding activities CLEP should be pursuing
and how CLEP can help you to be a better Logistics Engineer
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CLEP Lunch and Learn (LnL) Series
CLEP is sponsoring virtual Lunch and Learn (LnL) meetings to present technical discussions on salient logistics engineering topics. Presentations last 30-45 minutes and allow for participant questions and discussion. We’ve been very
fortunate to have five LnL events covering a range of topics presented by talented logistics engineering practitioners
like you. Our presentations have included:
•

Mr. James V. Jones, an authority in integrated logistics support, sustainment, and supportability engineering, is
the President of Logistics Management Associates, and has provided logistics and sustainment consulting services
to a diverse international customer base for over 32 years. Additionally, Mr. Jones has authored several technical
reference books, including The Integrated Logistics Support Handbook, 3rd Edition, McGraw-Hill. provide an overview of the foundational concepts in the practice of logistics engineering. In this session, Mr. Jones provided a
historical perspective of military logistics is presented in this session culminating in the current focus and requirements placed on every acquisition program.

•

Ms. Robin Brown, Office of the Secretary Of Defense Lead for Parts and Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and
Material Shortages (DMSMS) Management. DMSMS management is a multidisciplinary process to identify issues resulting from obsolescence, loss of manufacturing sources, or material shortages; to assess the potential for negative impacts
on schedule and/or readiness; to analyze potential mitigation strategies; and then to implement the most cost-effective
strategy. These tasks should be DMSMS management should be carried out in a risk-based, proactive way. Risk-based implies
that monitoring activities to identify issues is not necessarily done everywhere. Monitoring should focus on critical items
most susceptible to obsolescence and that take more time to resolve.

•

Mr. Steven MacDonald, President/CEO of DWBHCORP, a DC‐area Government Contracting Firm, presented Logistics Ramifications from DOD Financial Compliance and Audit Readiness. The DoD’s annual budget is almost half of
the Federal Government’s discretionary budget and it holds more than 70 percent of the Federal government’s
assets. The Department needs to comply with the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010 (Public
Law 111‐84) to track and account for billions of dollars in funding and tangible assets undergo a full financial audit. These requirements and activities have significant logistics impacts.

•

Mr. Justin Brown, Reliability and Test Engineer with Raytheon, presented on Availability Modeling of Complex
Systems using Bayesian Networks. Bayesian Networks are used today in various applications as the basis for Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The Bayesian approach sets a framework for combining past data
into a logical approach for data analysis. The Bayesian method is straight-forward and allows the use of small
sample sizes, typical of DoD systems. Bayesian Network probabilistic models were chosen as an approach to solving the availability problem due to the ability to evaluate variables’ relationship including those with uncertainty.

•

Mr. Richard Turner, President of Convergence Data, presented a process and software tool used to manage critical data to help their engineering and manufacturing clients work more efficiently. Having data on the current
system design, parts hierarchy, and procurement data enables rapid decision making on part choice thus reducing
cycle time to market and costs. The presentation provided several examples and case studies on how IT-enabled
process and tools increase efficiencies in product design and sustainment over the life cycle.

Would you like to Present? Please share your expertise and add to the body of knowledge in Logistics Engineering by
offering to provide a 30 presentation on a technical issue, process, or tool that would benefit the community of practice. If you are interested, please contact either Stephen Brunner (programs@logisticsengineers.org) or Tim Surabian (communications@logisticsengineers.org).
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Officer Elections!
It's June, and that means it’s time for an election cycle for the CLEP Board of Officers—WE WANT YOU! In
even numbered years (2018, 2020, etc.) we hold elections for VP Administration, Operations, Communications and Membership. The Nominating Committee is chaired by the Immediate Past-President, who appoints
two (2) members who are not on the Board of Officers to assist with the nomination process. The Nominating
Committee issues a call for nominations (here it is!) and gathers nominations (either member-nominated or selfnominated) of candidates wishing to serve on CLEP’s Board of Officers. To prepare for elections and to formally
present the slate of candidates to the Board of Officers for concurrence, the nominations of candidates will be
accepted by the Nominating Committee beginning in June and ending in July of each calendar year. Please
contact Karen Wisne (operations@logisticsengineers.org ) to support the committee or to nominate a candidate.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE LOGISTICS ENGINEERING FIELD
AND YOUR COUNCIL OF LOGISTICS ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS!

Availability Modeling Using Machine Learning
Justin Brown, Raytheon / Southern Methodist University, justin.brown@ieee.org. Justin B. Brown has held reliability engineering positions at the industrial manufacturing companies of United States Steel and Ecolab. And more recently, he has performed reliability, maintainability, and testability functions with Raytheon and Boeing. Mr. Brown received the B.S. degree in
electrical engineering from Louisiana Tech University in 2004, the M.S. in Management from Indiana Wesleyan University in
2006, the MBA from Indiana University Northwest in 2006, the M.S. in Systems Engineering from Southern Methodist University in 2010, and is currently pursuing the Ph.D. Degree in systems engineering at Southern Methodist University.

Introduction: Bayesian Networks are used today in various applications, as the basis for Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Industries such as education, healthcare, transportation, financial services , and business strategy currently use these methods for optimization and discovering new approaches. Similarly, this approach can better predict system availability; therefore, improving efficiency and reducing system down-time. The Bayesian approach sets a framework for combining
past data into a logical approach for data analysis. In addition, the Bayesian method is straight-forward and allows the use of
small sample sizes, typical of DoD systems.
Availability is an overarching sustainment and logistics requirement which measures the extent a system is operable
versus inoperable over a given period of time. Operability data is critical as an indicator of the systems usefulness for a mission
and system sustainment cost. Availability factors include reliability, corrective maintenance, preventive maintenance, and logistics downtime. Included in corrective maintenance times are fault isolation, fault detection, and repair times. Predominant types
of availability include Inherent Availability, Achieved Availability, and Operational Availability. During this example, we will
focus on Inherent Availability (Ai) since it encompasses more factors in the equation than other Availability metrics and it is typically used as a KPP. Below is an example Complex System where availability analysis is useful.
Bayesian Network probabilistic models were chosen as an
approach to solving the availability problem due to its capability to evaluate variables’ relationship including those
with uncertainty. The BN consists of Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) with nodes and links between the elements.
The nodes relationships are the conditional probability dependencies. Table 1 describes the pros and cons of using
Bayesian Networks. Because of these benefits, BN’s are the
most appropriate approach to solving availability problems.
Availability modeling is important so that accurate assessments can be performed to understand impacts on reliability, maintainability, testability and logistics. Model Based
Systems Engineering can be used to assess the availability
metric’s impacts on the system under design. Frequent updates and collaboration allow for fluid impact analysis or
trade studies for system decisions. Prior to Milestone A and
during the Materiel Solution Analysis phase of the DoD
acquisition program this methodology is used for selection
of a preferred materiel solution that satisfies the capability
need documented.
Figure 1: Example Complex System
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Availability (cont.)

cluding the planned operating environment, operating tempo,
reliability and maintenance concepts, and supply chain solutions
is used after Milestone A and during early production of the
This availability assessment approach assesses all po- system. Finally, Achieved Availability (AA) ignores MLDT
tential solutions for a stated need, develops a preliminary Ac- and focuses on the time between maintenance and the time to
quisition Strategy, helps develop specific program availability perform maintenance.
goals, and, most importantly, helps to conduct an Analysis of
Alternatives (AoA) to lead the selection a materiel solution. Materiel Availability (Am) is a metric of the status of materiel
Furthermore, Availability may be updated and more accurately (point estimate). It applies to the entire fielded inventory of
systems, the entire lifecycle of the system and incorporate all
portrayed later in the program when more data is accessible.
categories of downtime such as depot-level and scheduled
Table 1: Pros and Cons of BN
maintenance. Given that the definition of Materiel Availability
mandates that it considers the entire fielded population of systems, the entire system life cycle, and all categories of downPRO
CON
time it is not possible to obtain a comprehensive estimate of A m
from system testing during the Engineering and Manufacturing
New evidence can be incorpo- Difficult incorporating expert
Development or Production and Deployment phases of system
opinion into Conditional Probrated
development.
ability Tables
Simple representation of uncertainty

Spatial and temporal dynamics

Missing observations can be
taken into account

Continuous data representation

Straightforward representation No feedback loops in model
of causal relationships between system variables
Use a variety of input data

As is discussed in the introduction, Inherent Availability is used in this example due to its role as a KPP in defense
acquisition. Inherent Availability is a function of MTBF and
MTTR of the system design. Operational Availability is a
function of the system design, the support system, and operations.

Determining BN structure with
experts

Structural and parameter
learning
Variables can be visually displayed

A MBSE approach is used with distributed models to
link data between system nodes. This data linkage incorporates
real-time analysis for requirement decision making. Availability incorporates variables from other specification requirements
thus MBSE data links can update these real-time for optimal
decision-making. This linkage goes beyond solely technical
analysis, but incorporates interwoven Program and Product Life
Cycle Tools. Figure 2-1 visually describes the Model Based
Development Tapestry (MBDT).
The MBDT represents a complex system design which
consists of external design influences with significant system
influencers for incorporation into the system architecture. Use
cases are developed and updated based on discipline-specific
tools. Additionally, the MBDT allows visualization of the variables influencing requirements. MBDT supports many aspects
of MBSE including Verification and Validation, Design, Requirements, and Analysis. Overall, the MBDT is an ideal approach for designing for optimal system Availability.

Figure 2: Model Based System Integration

INTRODUCTORY INPUTS
Availability requirements are diverse and are typically
applied at different stages of the Product Life Cycle. Inherent
Availability is measured early in the life cycle during program
development and ignores standby and delay times associated
with preventive maintenance as well as Mean Logistics Delay
Time due to the lack of this information early in the life cycle.
Next, Operational Availability takes into account Preventive
Maintenance and Mean Logistics Delay Time. This comprehensive analysis of the system and its planned CONOPS, in6
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Availability (cont.)

The Bayesian Network Availability Modeling Process starts
with Availability decomposition.

Often for a system MTBF is equal to Design Controllable Mean AVAILABILITY DECOMPOSITION AND FRAMEWORK
Flight Hours Between Failure (MFHBFDC) and MTBM is equal
The Inherent Availability function is first decomposed
to Design Controllable Mean Flight Hours Between Mainte- to analyze the specific factors of the equation. Its components,
nance (MFHBMDC).
MTBF and MTTR are both also KPPs during system design.
Functional decomposition resolves a functional relationship into
COMPLEX SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK AND MODELING
its constituent parts. After results are calculated, the original
function can be restored to provide results. Decomposition is
PROCESS
performed to gaining insight into the identity of the constituent
During this section we’ll discuss a framework for the components.
system analysis. Figure 2-1 describes the system-level architecture. For detailed analysis of the component, the detailed sys- In general, functional decompositions are worthwhile when
tem framework is shown in Figure 4-1.
there is a certain "sparseness" in the dependency structure; i.e.
when constituent functions are found to depend on approximately disjointed sets of variables. Also, decomposition of a
function into non-interacting components generally permits
more economical representations of the function.
PARAMETER INITIAL ESTIMATION
Initially, the optimal metric must be chosen based on where the
program is in the acquisition process. Because Bayesian analysis uses data to improve the problem’s results, initial (prior)
distributions must first be established. Prior distributions reflect
what is currently known about each parameter. These initial
estimations are based on expert opinion and any existing data
such as from prior similar systems. This step’s accuracy is important so that results are not skewed heavily based on the prior
distribution. Posterior distributions that are heavily influenced
by the priors may produce misleading results if erroneous data
is presented. Expert opinion must be reliable and valid questionnaires must be established. Where historical data based on
similar systems is used, enough testing and variety of systems
must be available for the data to be valid. Overall, initial parameter estimation is an important step in the modeling process.
BUILD NODE PROBABILITY TABLES

Figure 3: Detailed System Framework
The integrated methodology for determining availability for a complex system involves methodical steps to determine
the optimal design decision. A simple process must be followed to initially determine the availability parameters. Bayesian statistical analysis is the primary approach to solving the
optimal solution. The process for determination of availability
using Bayesian networks. The process is divided into six steps
with an end result that is incorporated into the system model.

Availability
Decomposition

Parameter
Initial
Estimation
SME
Elicitation
& Existing
Data

For each node of the BN a conditional probability table
is generated. The table may be discrete values or a function.
Table 7-1 is an example of discrete values. On the other hand, a
reliability value is typically expressed is an exponential or
Weibull distribution and hence would be displayed as a probability distribution function.

Build Node
Probability
Tables (NPT)

Improved
Parameter
Estimation
Posterior
Distributi
on

Integrated
Bayesian
Network

Invalid

Result
Validation
Sensitivity
Analysis

Figure 4: Bayesian Network Availability Modeling Process
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Availability (cont.)
Table 2: Node Conditional Probability Table
Mission Success
Node Conditional Probability
True

False

True

0.6

0.5

False

0.4

0.5

System A Functional

Mission Success
Node Conditional Probability
True

False

True

0.8

0.1

False

0.2

0.9

System B Functional
INTEGRATE BAYESIAN NETWORK
Once node tables have been established, the Bayesian Network must be created. Numerous tools allow analysis of a BN
this can be linked through the MBSE framework. Some of them include BayesiaLab and BayesFusion. AgenaRisk has been used
in development of the example model.
Bayesian Network nodes may be organized based on their conditional independence. The three types of connections are
diverging, converging, and serial. Below in Figure 8-1 is a diverging BN with statistical and deterministic functions in a converging configuration.

Figure 4: Converging Bayesian Network Example
To build the Availability BN model the set of relevant variables must first be established. These variables for the case
stated are MTTR and MTBF. Next, nodes are created for each variable identified. Then, set states for each variable identified
which may be discrete or continuous. With the state of each variable, each node’s state may be set. Finally, assign links to each
node based on their identified relationship in order to perform the operation. Using this methodology, availability can be estimated for input into the system model.
RESULT VALIDATION
Finally, results must be validated prior to using the data in the systems model. Results can be validated using multiple
methods such as continuing to update the Bayesian Network using data. Not only does this process bring the result closer to the
true value, but it also reduces the variance, improving the results. This method is called a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN).
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reviewed a useful approach to solving optimal availability using Machine Learning. Once the optimal availability solution is known, the appropriate design is selected that meets the requirement. Bayesian networks provide flexibility and accuracy needed to use existing data to produce a useful solution. Furthermore, MBSE fluidly communicates the data
across systems to understand the holistic view of a mission or theater. Through improved system decision-making, Total Ownership Cost (TOC) can be reduced and the warfighter is directly benefited by increased operational use.
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Newsletter Information
Our periodic newsletter, Logistics Directions, is distributed via e-mail to our Council of Logistics Engineering Professionals (CLEP) members. The purpose of our newsletter is to keep you informed of the current events within CLEP
and the environment in which we work. Our newsletter is a forum to discuss the latest topics in logistics engineering.
Newsletter Article Guidelines
Many of the articles in our newsletter are written by members and officers of the Council of Logistics Engineering
Professionals (CLEP) and serve to communicate important information to our members and to discuss the latest and
greatest topics in logistics engineering. We welcome all members to submit articles for our newsletter an article for
our newsletter, we encourage you to follow these guidelines:
Your article must be consistent with the mission, goals, and vision of CLEP, which may be found on the CLEP Website
under the About CLEP page. This is of UTMOST IMPORTANCE to CLEP.
Your article must be no more than 500 words. (Approval will be needed for more than 500 words.)
You must include a clear and concise title with your article. Your name, as preferred by you, must be included with
the article (Please include “Dr.”, “Mr.”, “Ms.”, “Mrs.”, CPL, PMP, etc., or title of preference.)
You must include your e-mail address with your article to enable readers to contact you with questions and/or requests for information. This will also allow us to contact you with questions or comments about the article.
Your article must be submitted as a file in one of the following formats: .txt, .doc, .docx, .rtf to the VP for Communications (communications@logisticsengineers.org) as an attachment to an e-mail. You may submit images with your
article. Your image must be no larger than 200×200 pixels in size and must be in one of the following formats: .gif,
.png, .jpg . If you have questions or need additional assistance, you may contact any of the Board members.

Membership Update
Michael D. Connor, VP Membership, membership@logisticsengineers.org.
Please become part f our community of logistics engineering practitioners. Join CLEP today! If you are already a
member, we hope that you will consider renewing your membership soon. You may do so at the following URLs:
Regular Member: http://ezregister.com/events/5202
Student Member: http://ezregister.com/events/23869
Welcome to our newest members: Gary Cregan, US Army; DeeDee Krich, Raytheon; Kevin Sampels, Sehlke Consult-

ing; Steve Pelley, General Dynamics Mission Systems; Tracy Cuington, Lockeed Martin Aeronautics; Jack Meyer,
Northrop Grumman Corporation - Mission Systems; Jose Setien, CTDI; Carey Strawbridge, STS International Inc.; Patrick Read, Pennant Canada Limited; Shameen Anthanio-Williams, US Coast Guard. Welcome to CLEP and THANKS!!

CLEP Information
The Council of Logistics Engineering Professionals is a professional organization composed of individuals devoted
to enhancing logistics technology, education, and management. For membership information or if you are interested in starting a Chapter in your area, contact Mike Connor (membership@logisticsengineers.org) or Bill Horne
(bhorne1@cox.net).
Join the Conversation, Discussion and Networking at:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1358457&trk=hb_side_g
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